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The storage of genetic information is governed by the DNA 
(deoxyribonucleic acid) 

In DNA there are 4 basis  (nucleotide) which belong to 2 family:
- purine (R): adenine (A) , guanine (G)
- pyrimidine (Y): thymine (T) , cytosine (C)

In the double helix structure of DNA there is always a pairing:
C-G and       T-A (respectively 3 and 2 hydrogen bonds) 

Genetic Code
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The transmission of information from DNA to protein 
building is a complex process of

transcription and translation.

The flow of information from DNA is
transmitted by the RNA (ribonucleic acid) which are 
polymers much smaller than DNA  formed also by 

4 bases, T being replaced by the uracyle U.
The  “quantum” of information is an ordered triple of

3 nucleotides

“CODON”
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Standard Genetic Code
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Let us define the codon usage function (CUF) for the 
codon XZN         (X,Z,N  ∈ {A,C,G,U/T} )

f(XZN) = limit N → ∞ n XZN / N tot

n XZN number of times codon XZN  used in the 
considered specimen                                     

N tot total number of codons in the specimen                
Consider the rank ordered distribution of  f(XZN)
and denote by  f(n) the probability  of finding XZN 

in the n-th position (n = 1 most used codon) 
.
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Rank ordered distribution  f(n) for codons in 
short genes for several biological species fitted by 

an        exponential 
f(n) = K e-n α

(Som et al., 2001)

Previously the rank ordered distribution  f(n)  for 
oligonucleotides in DNA has been fitted by a                

Yule distribution 
f(n) = c n-a bn

or Zipf distribution (b = 1) 
(Mantegna et al,. 1994; Martindale & Konopka, 1996)

n  being the rank, (n = 1 most used)  
(K,α, a,b,c constants)
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Rank ordered distribution  f(n)  computed OVER THE 
WHOLE set of avalaible data for codons 

(TOTAL EXONIC REGION)
for 138 biological species 

(from archaeobacteriae to mammalians)
best fitted by the function

(Frappat,Minichini,Sciarrino and Sorba, 2003;               
Frappat and  Sciarrino, 2005)
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The The parameters  α and  γ depend parabolically on 
GC content  y GC

(total number of G and C nucleotides in the specimen)
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Four parameters  α, β, γ, η constrained by 
normalisation 

Σ n f(n) = ξ

ξ =  α e -η (1 - e -η)–1  - 1891 β + 61 γ

ξ <  1  number computed, for any biological species,  
from the codon usage frequency for the 61 encoding 

codons (neglecting 3 Stop)

Including Stops   ξ =  1                                   
No really sensitive change
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Rank distribution for codon frequencies for  (Rank distribution for codon frequencies for  (γγ = 1/61)= 1/61)
Homo sapiens

α= 0.0214 β = 1,65 x10 -
4

η= 0.073
χ 2 = 1,26 x 10 -2
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Rank distribution for codon frequencies for (Rank distribution for codon frequencies for (γγ = 1/61)= 1/61)
Arabidopsis thaliana

α= 0.0185 β = 1,68 x10 -4
η= 0.056

χ 2 = 5,1 x 10 -3
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Rank distribution for codon frequencies for (Rank distribution for codon frequencies for (γγ = 1/61)= 1/61)
Escherichia coli

α= 0.0233 β = 1,91 x10 -4
η= 0.065

χ 2 = 1,12 x 10 -2
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Rank distribution for codon frequencies for (Rank distribution for codon frequencies for (γγ = 1/61)= 1/61)
Drosophila melagonaster

α= 0.0247 β = 1,67 x10 -4
η= 0.081

χ 2 = 8,9 x 10 -3
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Rank distribution for codon frequencies for Rank distribution for codon frequencies for 
Bacillus haloduransBacillus halodurans

α= 0.0293 β = 3,63 x10 -
4

η= 0.289
χ 2 = 3,60 x 10 -5
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Search for a theoretical explanatory Search for a theoretical explanatory 
modelmodel

((MutationMutation--SelectionSelection))
Simplified model Simplified model -- Two basis Two basis R/YR/Y ⇒⇒
Nucleotide sequence  = Nucleotide sequence  = Spin chainSpin chain
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Search for a theoretical explanatory Search for a theoretical explanatory 
modelmodel

((MutationMutation--SelectionSelection))
Simplified model Simplified model -- Two basis Two basis R/YR/Y

⇓⇓
N Nucleotide sequence  = N Nucleotide sequence  = NN Spin chain Spin chain 
identified by a vector  identified by a vector  J  J  withwith 2 2 N  N  composantscomposants
Introduce Matrix = Introduce Matrix = H + MH + M
HH diagonal matrix = Fitness  diagonal matrix = Fitness  
MM Transition Transition ≡≡ Mutation (Mutation (off diagonal matrix)off diagonal matrix)
Standard assumption  M Standard assumption  M JK JK = 0 if  Hamming = 0 if  Hamming 
distance, of configurations J and K,  > 1 distance, of configurations J and K,  > 1 
(Hamming distance  (Hamming distance  ≡≡ Number of positions in Number of positions in 
the sequence with different spin)the sequence with different spin)
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N = 3 spin configuration 
with Hamming distance = 1

⎬ Ham.
Dist.

=
2
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Decoupled MutationDecoupled Mutation--Selection Selection 
ModelModel

p J (t) ≡ probability of configuration J al tempo t
∑ J p J (t)  =  1

♦ A linear equation can be written for the variable   xJ (t) 
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Reversibile mutation  M JK = M KJ
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We look for numerical solution of the model
assuming that there is a “stationary”

solution
for “small time intervals”

with respect to time scale τ of mutation
(Frobenius-Perron Vector)
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Rank ordered distribution for N = 4 Rank ordered distribution for N = 4 ““spin chainspin chain”” withwith
Hamming transition matrixHamming transition matrix
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Out come of standard Out come of standard 
SelectionSelection

Mutation modelMutation model
For  mutation matrix based on
“Hamming distance” a “plateaux” pattern       
comes out

♦ ≠ Plateaux dependent on  ≠ Spin
♦ Four letter (double spin) model shows more 

complicated but analogous pattern
⇓⇓

Search for alternative model Search for alternative model 
→→ Crystal basis ModelCrystal basis Model ←←
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Uq (sl(2))

q ≠ e ikπ
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Uq → 0(sl(2))

Define

C ≡ Casimir operator of Uq (sl(2))

J± well behave for q → 0

“Crystal basis” of Uq → 0 (sl(2))
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Crystal basis model
of the genetic code

4  basis C, U/T (Pyrimidines)  G, A (Purines)     
are as the 4 states of the irrep. (1/2, 1/2) of

U q → 0 (sl(2) ⊕ sl(2))(+ ≡ 1/2, - ≡ -1/2)

L.Frappat, A. Sciarrino, P. Sorba: Phys.Lett. A (1998)

Mathematically U q → 0 (sl(2)H ⊕ sl(2)V)
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Crystal basis model
of the genetic code

Codons  are composite states 
(≡ 64 basis vectors of (1/2, 1/2)⊗3 )

belonging to “irreps.” identified by  half- integer JH , JV
JJJ JJ

H   
J
V

Ex:     CUA ≡ (+, +) ⊕ (-, +) ⊕ (-, -)
CUA = (+,+) ⊗ (-, +) ⊗ (-,-)  

( JH = 1/2 , J3,H = -1/2; JJV = 1/2 , J3,V = 1/2 = 1/2; J
V  = 1/2, 

J
V,3  = 1/2) 
⇑ Follows from property of  U

(q → 0)
(sl(2) ⊕ sl(2))

No C-G  coefficients
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Codons in the Codons in the crystal basiscrystal basis
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SelectionSelection--Mutation model based on theMutation model based on the
crystal basis modelcrystal basis model

Define  (Define  (αα = H, V= H, V) () (i = 2, 3i = 2, 3) : ) : 

•• J J ±±, , αα ladder operator inside an irrep.ladder operator inside an irrep.

•• AAαα interinter--twining operator preserving twining operator preserving 
JJαα ,  J,  J3,3,αα

•• B B i, i, αα interinter--twining operator  preserving twining operator  preserving 
JJ3 3 αα
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The mutatiom-selection model can be written

MD,α =   diagonal part of M

Δ J3,α = ± 1 mutations

(Minichini,Sciarrino, 2006)
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RemarksRemarks

The crystal basis  provides an alternative The crystal basis  provides an alternative 
way of labelling a nucleotide sequence  way of labelling a nucleotide sequence  
mapping it in a vector state of an irrep..mapping it in a vector state of an irrep..

⇓⇓
M M describes an interaction on the idescribes an interaction on the i--th th 
nucleotide depending on the inputnucleotide depending on the input--output output 
codons.codons.
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Rank ordered distribution for codonsRank ordered distribution for codons
Red line is the Red line is the f(n)f(n) curvecurve
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Rank ordered distribution for codonsRank ordered distribution for codons
with unrealistic value H/V with unrealistic value H/V ≈≈ 10 10 --11

Red line is the Red line is the f(n)f(n) curvecurve
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RemarksRemarks

The mutation parameters The mutation parameters μμjjαα have been have been 
arbitrarily choosen arbitrarily choosen butbut if the ratio if the ratio μμHH//μμVV is is 
unrealistic the fit is unrealistic the fit is poorly satisfiedpoorly satisfied
The parameter of the fitting function f(n)    The parameter of the fitting function f(n)    
have been adjusted to get a best fit have been adjusted to get a best fit but but 
their values are of the their values are of the same order of same order of 
magnitudemagnitude of the experimentally of the experimentally 
determined onesdetermined ones
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NOTE NOTE -- Releasing the condition Ham.dis. > 1Releasing the condition Ham.dis. > 1
⇒⇒ vanishing mutation  vanishing mutation  

but with mutation depending on the but with mutation depending on the Ham.dis. Ham.dis. 
the plateaux pattern is still presentthe plateaux pattern is still present

N = 4
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ConclusionsConclusions
RankRank distributiondistribution of of codoncodon probabilitiesprobabilities FOR TOTAL FOR TOTAL 
EXONIC REGION EXONIC REGION wellwell fittedfitted byby universaluniversal functionfunction f(n)f(n)
((expexp + + linearlinear + + constantconstant in in rankrank n). n). ⇒⇒ HintHint forfor veryvery
generalgeneral biasbias..
MutationMutation matrixmatrix connectingconnecting codonscodons withinwithin fixedfixed
HammingHamming distancedistance doesdoes notnot givegive the the observedobserved
distributiondistribution..
MutationMutation model model parametrisedparametrised byby the the crystalcrystal basisbasis
⇒⇒ numericalnumerical solutionssolutions fittedfitted byby a a functionfunction of the of the 
formform
f(n) f(n) forfor ““realisticrealistic”” valuesvalues of of parametersparameters of the modelof the model
More More investigationsinvestigations neededneeded (Fitness and (Fitness and mutationmutation
parametersparameters))
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